
EXPERTS AGREE:
FED BRAKING TOO HARD, LIKELY TO CAUSE RECESSION

A growing number of experts across the political spectrum are sounding the alarm about the
Federal Reserve’s misguided approach to taming inflation through aggressive interest rate hikes.
Federal Reserve members, economists, policy experts, Wall Street analysts, politicians, and
international organizations continue to warn the Fed that continuing down the path of excessive
rate hikes risks disastrous impacts to the economy, including throwing us into a devastating – and
totally avoidable – recession.
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Federal Reserve Members

Alan Greenspan, Former Federal Reserve Chair:
● “A recession does appear to be the most likely outcome at this time.” (Business Insider,

1/4/2023)

Charles Evans, Chicago Fed President:
● “If you don’t begin to think about adjusting the pace, taking account of lags, and you just

keep increasing rates by a large amount every time you get a disappointing report…Next
thing you know, you’re at a very high federal funds rate.” (Bloomberg, 11/09/2022)

● [In response to going higher than 4.5-4.75%] “I’m going to continue to be nervous that, as
we go higher than that, it could be that the economy is going to face more challenges and
that that could present risks on the ‘real’ side, the full employment mandate.” (Bloomberg,
11/9/2022)

Esther George, Kansas City Fed President:
● “People’s expectations about inflation are beginning to move down”...“So I’m comfortable

beginning that stepped-down process ... I’d be happy to do 25s [basis points] if I were
there.” (Reuters, 1/18/2023)

Federal Reserve Staff:
● “‘Sluggish growth in real private domestic spending, a deteriorating global outlook, and

tightening financial conditions were all seen as salient downside risks,’ the minutes read,
adding that further interest rate rises could make matters worse.” (Business Insider,
11/24/2022)

Lorie Logan, Dallas Fed President:
● “If you’re on a road trip and you encounter foggy weather or a dangerous highway, it’s a

good idea to slow down. Likewise if you’re a policymaker in today’s complex economic
and financial environment”...  “That’s why I supported the (Fed's) decision last month to
reduce the pace of rate increases. And the same considerations suggest slowing the
pace further at the upcoming meeting.” (Reuters, 1/18/2023)

Mary Daly, San Francisco Fed President:
● [In response to slowing down interest rate hikes] “I think the time is now to start talking

about stepping down – the time is now to start planning for stepping down.”
(Marketwatch, 10/23/2022)

● “When you’re being seriously data-dependent, doing it in more gradual steps does give
you the ability to respond to incoming information and account for those lags.” (Wall Street
Journal, 1/9/2023)
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https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/alan-greenspan-best-quotes-federal-reserve-recession-ftx-dollar-dominance-2023-1
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-11-09/evans-in-exit-interview-says-it-s-time-for-fed-to-slow-down?sref=azsh6QkL
https://www.reuters.com/markets/rates-bonds/feds-mester-says-rates-need-rise-little-bit-above-5-2023-01-18/
https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/files/fomcminutes20221102.pdf
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/currencies/federal-reserve-powell-staff-economists-recession-interest-rates-economy-inflation-2022-11
https://www.reuters.com/markets/rates-bonds/feds-logan-supports-slower-rate-hike-pace-possibly-higher-stopping-point-2023-01-18/
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/feds-daly-wants-to-start-talking-about-step-down-in-super-sized-pace-of-interest-rate-hikes-11666372382
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mary-daly-says-slower-rate-raises-could-help-fed-account-for-monetary-policy-lags-11673297923
https://www.wsj.com/articles/mary-daly-says-slower-rate-raises-could-help-fed-account-for-monetary-policy-lags-11673297923


Michael Barr, Federal Reserve Vice Chairman for Supervision:
● “We’ve been moving very, very rapidly into restrictive territory, and now that we’re closer

to where we may need to be in terms of being sufficiently restrictive, I think it makes
sense to slow the pace at which we’re increasing rates.” (Marketwatch, 12/1/2022)

Patrick Harker, Philadelphia Fed President:
● “I expect that we will raise rates a few more times this year, though, to my mind, the days

of us raising them 75 basis points at a time have surely passed”... “In my view, hikes of 25
basis points will be appropriate going forward.” (CNBC, 1/18/2023)

● “Why would we try to…really put the clamps down on the economy [by continuing to
aggressively raise interest rate] and really risk losing the good things we have going, like
the labor market?”... “I just don’t see doing that.” (Wall Street Journal, 1/22/2023)

Raphael Bostic, Atlanta Fed President:
● “I do not think we should continue raising rates until the inflation level has gotten down to

2%. Because of the lag dynamics, I discussed earlier, this would guarantee an overshoot
and a deep recession.” (Fortune, 11/19/2022)

Susan Collins, Boston Fed President:
● “I do worry that the presumption…that a recession is almost inevitable is not helpful

because I truly do not see it that way...The costs of unemployment are very real for
people, and that’s something I take seriously.” (Wall Street Journal, 12/13/2022)

● “I think 25 or 50 [basis points] would be reasonable; I’d lean at this stage to 25, but it’s
very data-dependent” ... “Adjusting slowly gives more time to assess the incoming data
before we make each decision, as we get close to where we’re going to hold. Smaller
changes give us more flexibility.” (New York Times, 1/11/2023)

● “Now that rates are in restrictive territory and we may — based on current indicators — be
nearing the peak, I believe it is appropriate to have shifted from the initial expeditious
pace of tightening to a slower pace”... “More measured rate adjustments in the current
phase will better enable us to address the competing risks monetary policy now faces.”
(Bloomberg, 1/19/2023)

Economists & Policy Experts

Adam Tooze, Director of the European Institute at Columbia University:
● “Raising interest rates is not going to bring more gas or microchips to market, but rather

the contrary. Reducing investment will limit future capacity and thus future supply…If the
generation of young people whose educations were blighted by Covid lockdowns finish
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https://www.marketwatch.com/story/feds-barr-says-slowing-pace-of-interest-rate-hikes-makes-sense-11669930803
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2023-01-19/fed-s-collins-backs-slower-pace-of-hikes-to-get-rates-above-5?srnd=premium&sref=azsh6QkL


their training only to find labor markets closed by a global downturn, it will be an
inexcusable failure of policy.” (New York Times, 10/4/2022)

Alan Detmeister, Economist at UBS and Former Fed Staff Member:
● “It’s definitely time to slow the pace of rate hikes...If we see slowing inflation at this point,

with those lags in monetary policy, you’re likely to see inflation slow down even more.”
(Financial Times, 11/10/2022)

Austin Goolsbee, Former Chair of the Council of Economic Advisors during Obama
Administration:

● “Higher unemployment is not going to bring down prices if a large component of that
inflation is coming from these kinds of supply things.” (Bloomberg, 10/31/2022)

Brad Hershbein, Senior Economist and Deputy Director of Research at W.E. UpJohn Institute
for Employment Research:

● “It’s like a pot of boiling water: It looks like it’s simmering just fine, then you turn away, and
the whole thing boils over. It can happen that quickly. This 75-point increase didn’t cause
a change, but the next 75 increase could.” (Marketwatch, 11/8/2022)

Chester Spatt, Professor of Finance at Carnegie Mellon University’s Tepper School of Business
and Former Chief Economist of the Securities and Exchange Commission:

● “Americans are under [a] greater financial strain, there’s no question...as the Fed tightens,
this also has adverse effects on everyday Americans.” (CNBC, 11/2/2022)

Claudia Sahm, Former Fed Economist:
● “It’s being reckless. I mean, there’s really no other way to put what the Federal Reserve is

doing right now. Now, specifically, what is it doing? It is raising its Federal Funds Rate —
that’s the policy interest rate that the Federal Open Market Committee has control over —
aggressively. It is going fast. It is going big. And it is destabilizing financial markets and the
global economy.” (The Intercept, 11/2/2022)

● “WE DO NOT NEED TO CRUSH WORKERS TO GET INFLATION DOWN. We do not.
Inflation is turning, and unemployment is very low. The labor market, on most measures, is
more robust and pro-worker than it was even before Covid. GOOD! We did not and do not
need a recession. We do not need the Fed to cause one.” (Stay at Home Macro,
12/2/2022)

● [In response to a Fed induced recession disproportionately impacting low income
families] “If you are living paycheck to paycheck, yes, higher inflation hurts,” she says, “but
no paycheck hurts a lot more.” (New York Times, 1/10/2023)

Christina Romer, Economics Professor at the University of California, Berkeley, and Former
Chair of the White House's Council of Economic Advisers:
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● “Because of the lags involved, policymakers are going to face a very difficult decision
about when to stop rate increases or reverse course”… “Policymakers are going to need
to dial back before the problem is completely solved if they want to get inflation down
without causing more pain than necessary.” (Reuters, 1/9/2023)

Dean Baker, Co-founder of the Center for Economic and Policy Research:
● “The rate hike showed the Fed’s commitment to fighting inflation. While this is arguably

true, it also showed the Fed’s willingness to make the most disadvantaged groups pay the
price for slowing a burst of inflation that they did not cause. In effect, Black people,
Hispanic people, people with less education, and people with criminal records are being
forced to sacrifice to end a spurt of inflation caused by the pandemic and Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine.” (The Guardian, 9/23/2022)

● “#CPI annualized rate over the last three months overall is 1.8 percent, in the core it's 3.1
percent, in the core excluding shelter it's -1.0 percent (yes deflation). Time for the Fed to
declare victory and stop rate hikes!” (Twitter, 1/12/2023)

Desmond Lachman, Senior Fellow at American Enterprise Institute:
● “By committing itself to continued interest rate hikes even as the economy is moving

toward recession, the Fed is inviting real trouble in the equity, housing and credit markets.
How quickly the Fed seems to have forgotten the lessons from the 2008 Lehman crisis.”
(New York Post, 12/18/2022)

● “All this suggests the Fed should not be as cavalier as it seems to be about the risk that its
monetary-policy hawkishness might invite a meltdown in the equity, housing and credit
markets. Instead, it should be humble and nimble in its approach and stand ready to pivot
away from monetary-policy tightening at the first sign of strains in the financial markets.”
(New York Post, 12/18/2022)

● “Rapidly declining U.S. inflation and a slowing in the U.S. economy would have justified a
pause in Fed interest rate increases and a scaling back in the pace of quantitative
tightening.” (Barrons, 1/24/2023)

Edouard Wemy, Assistant Professor of Economics at Clark University:
● “Simply put, there is not an awful lot it can do about supply-side issues in the labor

market. The main monetary tool it has to affect jobs is rate hikes, which make it more
costly to do business, which should have an impact on hiring. But that only affects the
demand side – that is, employers and recruitment policies.” (Yahoo, 12/2/2022)

● [In response to the Federal Reserve potentially raising interest rates more than 75 basis
points during the December FOMC meeting] “The problem is, this would increase the
chances of also pushing the U.S. economy into a recession – and it could be a pretty
nasty recession.” (Yahoo, 12/2/2022)
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Elizabeth Crofoot, Senior Economist at Lightcast:
● “We really aren’t seeing the impact of the Fed’s policy on the labor market yet, and that’s

concerning if the Fed is viewing job growth as a key indicator for their efforts.” (CNBC,
12/2/2022)

Ellen Meade, Former Senior Adviser to the Central Bank’s Board of Governors:
● “Every additional 75 [basis point increase] makes me feel like the plane is going to crash

rather than land smoothly...There’s a reason for going a little bit more slowly, and that’s to
watch and to react to the effects your policy is having. At this rapid clip, they aren’t doing
themselves any favors.” (Financial Times, 10/28/2022)

Gabriel Chodorow-Reich, Professor of Economics at Harvard:
● [In response to the effect interest rate hikes have on the economy] “It just hasn’t moved

through the whole economy yet…There’s a contraction in the pipeline — the question is
how severe?” (New York Times, 11/18/2022)

Gerald Epstein, Professor of Economics and Co-Director of the Political Economy Research
Institute (PERI) at the University of Massachusetts Amherst:

● “Chair Jerome Powell and the Fed are willing to impose significant costs on workers and
families in order to reduce inflation. The Fed’s policy of raising interest rates—by more
than four percentage points in the last year—can work only if the higher interest rates end
up throwing millions of workers out of their jobs.” (American Prospect, 1/19/2023)

● “This focus on inflation, by promoting high unemployment, contradicts the dual mandate
given to the Fed by Congress. Specifically, the Federal Reserve Act mandates that the
central bank conduct monetary policy ‘so as to promote effectively the goals of maximum
employment, stable prices, and moderate long-term interest rates’ Yet the Fed has been
laser-focused on keeping inflation extremely low no matter the harm it may cause to the
labor market or the economy.” (American Prospect, 1/19/2023)

Greg Mankiw, Harvard University Economist and Former Chair of the Council of Economic
Advisers in the George W. Bush Administration:

● “Fed may be braking too hard.” (Greg Mankiw Blog, 10/1/2022)
● “It’s easy for a novice to overreact, and then if you turn too much in the other direction, it

can be a source of instability rather than stability.” (Washington Post, 10/11/2022)

Harry Holzer, Senior Fellow in Economic Studies at the Brookings Institution:
● "Lecturing businesses, 'you shouldn't be raising wages' when the market conditions are

driving those wages — the whole thing seems to be a little bit tone-deaf." (Fox News,
12/1/2022)
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Ian Shepherdson, Chief Economist at Pantheon Macroeconomics:
● [if the Fed keeps hiking interest rates aggressively into next year] “we could then end up

with an unemployment rate in 2024 or even late next year well above 5%, maybe getting
up to 6 or something close to that.” (Marketplace, 12/2/2022)

Jason Furman, Former Director of the National Economic Council of the United States:
● “I do think a soft landing is possible...I just don’t think it’s the most probable outcome for

next year.” (YouTube, 12/8/2022)

Jeffrey Sommers, Professor of Political Economy & Public Policy at the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee:

● “Inflation is falling, and not just for non-core items. Therefore, the Federal Reserve would
be well advised to back off on further hikes to the prime lending rate, which slows the
economy and hurts working people.” (Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, 1/24/2023)

Jeremy Siegel, Russell E. Palmer Professor Emeritus of Finance at Wharton School of
Business:

● "Yes, I'm very critical of the Fed. To be blunt, here's a Fed that caused the inflation by
expanding liquidity greater than any other time in history and is basically talking as if, to
the worker, 'we're not going to let you catch up to the inflation that I caused.' That's a slap
in the face to the American worker, in my opinion. I just don't think that is justified... Is that
good public policy?" (Business Insider, 12/5/2022)

● "We had 5% year-over-year wage growth. We have 8% inflation. Workers are trying to
catch up, and they're not. They're still falling well behind. It just disturbs me to think that
the Fed policy is to crush wages, so they go back down to 2%, basically saying to the
worker, 'you're not going to catch up to inflation, and we're going to prevent you from
catching up to inflation.' That's an insane policy." (Business Insider, 12/10/2022)

● "So this idea that the worker trying to catch up because he's lost so much purchasing
power is something the Fed has to crush, to me, is extraordinarily bad Fed policy, and I
don't think it's inflationary, because it's inflationary when wages jump ahead of prices, not
when they lag behind prices." (Business Insider, 12/10/2022)

● "Now he's saying there's supply-side problems in the labor market that may raise wages,
and we have to crush the wages in order to stop inflation. That's just totally inconsistent
as a part of monetary policy"..."The Fed is not supposed to act on structural shifts on
supply-side problems." (Business Insider, 12/15/2022)

● “Housing at plus .6 percent is a nonsensical number. It’s a bogus number. If housing is
going down, tell me what core inflation is. I’ll tell you what it is. It’s zero. Inflation is over”...
“if the Fed stopped looking at stale housing data,” [they would get that]. (American
Prospect, 1/3/2023)

● "If [Powell] looks at the actual rate of inflation with good housing data, not lagged housing
data, we are in a deflationary mode. It is time to stop raising rates." (Business Insider,
1/12/2023)
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Joel Griffith, Research Fellow at the Heritage Foundation:
● “The Fed is putting the blame on businesses that are just trying to survive in a poisonous

economic environment that has been caused by the Fed itself” (Apple News, 12/1/2022)

Joseph Stiglitz, Nobel Prize-Winning Economist:
● “Will raising interest rates lead to more oil, lower prices of oil, more food, lower prices of

food? [The] answer is clearly not. In fact, the real risk is it will make it worse… Why?
Because what we need to do is to make investments to relieve some of these supply-side
bottlenecks that are causing such havoc on our economy. It’s going to make it more
difficult.” “…raising interest rates in non-competitive markets may lead to even more
inflation…” (CNBC, 9/2/2022)

Josh Bivens, Research Director at the Economic Policy Institute:
● “It’s one of the reasons I’m so worried about the Fed potentially overshooting, that we just

won’t do that much to help people since we’re told that helping people too generously is
what got us into this mess.” (Vox, 10/26/2022)

● [The new CPI numbers] "definitely should solidify any urge by the Fed to ramp down the
pace of interest rate hikes. There was nothing in today's report that says anything but
'inflation slowing a lot,' even with the economy still looking healthy on many measures…In
short, a 'soft landing' remains in reach, and the Fed should try really hard to secure it."
(Common Dreams, 12/13/2022)

J. Bradford Delong, Professor of Economics at U.C. Berkeley:
● “As of now the principal risk is not that the Fed will do too little in the way of interest-rate

increases to generate an economic soft landing, but that it has already done too much.”
(Time, 12/20/2022)

Judy Shelton, Senior Fellow at the Independent Institute:
● “If you think of it, I’ve always thought that the solution to inflation is going to come from

the supply side, so the Fed is clearly only focused on reducing demand. But, if it weren’t
for all of those workers out there producing the goods and providing the services inflation
would be much worse.” (YouTube, 1/9/2023)

● “The Fed’s plan only works if employees are willing to accept wages lower than what
would keep them even with inflation. So, I think from an economic point of view that’s a
dubious strategy, and I think morally it’s questionable. I don’t think a government agency
should base its strategy and carry out its plan accordingly in a way that requires people to
get less than they should be compensated because of inflation which, they had nothing to
do with.” (YouTube, 1/9/2023)
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J.W. Mason, Economist at John Jay College:
● “First of all, we should explicitly have on the table the possibility that we don’t need to

bring down inflation, or that the options we have to bring down inflation are not worth the
cost. Part of the problem with this conversation is the premise that we absolutely cannot
tolerate 8 percent inflation, that it’s out of the question that we should allow this to persist
for a couple more years, and therefore, if you don’t have something better than what the
Fed is doing, then you have to let the Fed do its thing.” (Vox, 10/31/2022)

Kathryn Edwards, Economist and Professor at the Pardee RAND Graduate School:
● [The Fed’s approach] “has the delicacy of a blunt axe.” (Marketwatch, 11/8/2022)

Kyle Moore, Economist at the Economic Policy Institute:
● [The Fed policies increase] “the cost of a home loan mainly through increasing the

monthly payment that a family will have to pay, which is just exacerbating an affordability
crisis that we’ve already had.” (Yahoo, 11/18/2022)

Lawrence Summers, Former Treasury Secretary:
● “I would stick with my view that a recession this year is more likely than not.”  (Yahoo,

1/13/2023)

Mark Paul, Assistant Professor in Economics at Rutgers University:
● “If the Fed slips the economy into recession, what kinds of tools and political capital will

be available? That’s a real concern that we aren’t talking about and aren’t being honest
with ourselves.” (Vox, 10/26/2022)

Mark Zandi, Chief Economist at Moody’s Analytics:
● “I would not call it a ‘soft landing.’ It’s a complete mislabeling of the reality of what will

happen here ...If the economy is simply flat for jobs and GDP, which is the goal, that
means half the economy is in recession.” (Washington Post, 12/4/2022)

● [In response to the Fed inducing a recession with interest rate hikes] “That’s very
ugly...There’s just a lot of pain that comes with that.” (The Atlantic, 12/9/2022)

Mike Konczal, Director of Macroeconomic Analysis at the Roosevelt Institute:
● “One thing that’s a very open debate and a very important subtext to all the fights is the

question of whether the Fed can actually increase unemployment just a little... And with
every million who lose their jobs, it’s that much harder to reintegrate them [into the labor
force] later on.” (Vox, 10/26/2022)

● “You can pull at the threads, but if it tears, you can’t just push it all back”... That’s certainly
what keeps me very nervous, that the Fed is so worried it under-reacted last year [to
inflation] that now it might overreact.” (Vox, 10/26/2022)
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Mohamed Aly El-Erian, President of Queen’s College, Cambridge, and Chief Economic Adviser
at Allianz:

● “So, normally, you increase interest rates gradually and in a very measured fashion,
because you want to assess the impact on the economy. If you are late — and the Fed has
been very late — you have no choice but to move really quickly. To make it specific, this
Fed has increased interest rates by .75% four times in a row. That is a record that is almost
unheard of, including during the ’70s and ’80s, when we had a much bigger inflation
problem. And they did that because they were so late and had to play catch-up. The
problem with moving so quickly is that you don’t have enough time to assess what the
impact on the economy is.” (Marketplace, 12/20/2022)

Paul Krugman, Nobel Prize-Winning Economist:
● “...the risk that the Fed is moving too slowly to contain inflation has declined, while the risk

that high-interest rates will cause severe economic damage has gone up — a lot...Right
now the Fed seems set to pursue further big rate hikes in the coming months. I would
urge it to look hard at what’s happening and think twice.” (New York Times, 9/29/2022)

● “My view is that the Fed has probably done enough already. And they really, really should
pause and wait to see." (Business Insider, 11/11/2022)

● “None of this says that the Fed shouldn’t be trying to reduce inflation. But you shouldn’t
invoke the plight of the poor as a reason for tight money. If anything, tight money, by
leading to more slack in labor markets and therefore more unemployment, will
disproportionately hurt lower-wage workers.” (New York Times, 11/29/22)

● “The Fed is trying to reduce inflation by slowing the economy, which it is doing in turn by
raising interest rates. But there’s a raging debate over how much the economy needs to
slow, how much rates need to rise to achieve a given amount of slowdown and how long
rate hikes need to take full effect. I sometimes think of the Fed as trying to operate heavy
machinery in a dark room — while wearing heavy mittens.” (New York Times, 1/10/2023)

● “So, even if we don’t need a severe recession to get inflation under control, we might get
one anyway if the Fed brakes too hard. There is, of course, the opposite risk: that the Fed
will do too little and inflation won’t come under control. But I think the inflation news has
been good enough to justify taking that risk by going easy on rate hikes at least for a
while.” (New York Times, 1/10/2023)

Paul A London, Former Deputy Undersecretary of Commerce for Economics and Statistics:
● “Media attention to the Fed’s high interest rates/slow growth approach as the cure for

inflation also crowds out attention to problems in specific economic sectors that monetary
policy can’t solve.” (The Hill, 1/7/2023)

● “When monetary policy is seen as the only tool for dealing with inflation corporate
America escapes responsibility. Trivial discussions of whether rates will go up 0.5 or 0.75
percent, when and how many times, take attention away from the problematic decisions
of corporate leaders.” (The Hill, 1/7/2023)
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● “The Fed though is hell-bent on slowing growth more, so it is promising additional rate
increases in the new year. Its perverse concern with rising wages is essentially where the
monetarist inflation story always ends up.”  (The Hill, 1/7/2023)

Peter Diamond, Nobel Prize-Winning Economist:
● “…it seems to me that the message is that you go slow” and “75 basis point moves at a

blow are too big.” (Marketwatch, 9/17/2022)

Peter Orszag, Former Director of the United States Office of Management and Budget:
● “But it is much better for them to tighten less and wait for their prior decisions to hit, than

over-tighten and bear the economic costs of doing so. Sometimes the best course of
action is to wait and see. This is one of those moments. Unless new evidence arises that
inflation is picking back up, central banks should pause for three to six months and then
evaluate the state of the economy.” (Financial Times, 12/15/2022)

Philip Cornell, Economist at the Ludwig Institute for Shared Economic Prosperity:
● “Consumers who weren’t able to make ends meet are just digging themselves a deeper

and deeper hole with the higher interest rates.” (Bloomberg, 12/19/2022)

Robert Reich, Former Secretary of Labor:
● “Eventually, the Fed could raise interest rates so high that the cost of borrowing makes it

impossible for consumers – whose wages, remember, are already dropping, adjusted for
inflation – to afford what I’m selling, thereby forcing me to stop raising my prices.” (The
Guardian, 12/12/2022)

● “The Fed should stop believing it can easily stop profit-price inflation by hiking interest
rates. It should pause interest-rate hikes long enough to see – and allow the nation to see
– they’re harming workers and consumers more than corporations that continue to rake in
record profits.” (The Guardian, 12/12/2022)

● “Fighting inflation by putting more people out of work is cruel, especially when America’s
safety nets – including unemployment insurance – are in tatters.” (The Guardian,
1/8/2023)

● “Putting people out of work is the Fed’s means of reducing workers’ bargaining power
and the “upward pressures on wages and prices”... “The problem isn’t that wages are
rising. The real problem is that corporations have the power to pass those wage increases
– along with record profit margins – on to consumers in the form of higher prices.” (The
Guardian, 1/8/2023)

Roberto Perli, Head of Global Policy at Investment Firm Piper Sandler and a Former Senior
Staff Member at the Fed:

● “In the interest of not completely wrecking the economy, it makes sense to slow down.”
(Politico, 11/2/2022)
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Ryan Sweet, Chief US Economist at Oxford Economics:
● “The bottom line is, the Fed is going to break something”... “They’re going to break

inflation, or they’re going to break the economy, and the most likely scenario is they’re
going to break both.” (Bankrate, 7/22/2022)

● “The Fed is overstating how strong inflation might be.’’ (Fortune, 12/16/2022)
● “The minutes stress that the Fed is going to reduce inflation at the risk of hurting the labor

market and the broader economy.” (PBS, 1/4/2023)

Sheila Bair, Former Chair of the FDIC and Assistant Secretary of the US Treasury for Financial
Institutions:

● “Are the Fed's sharp hikes warranted? While inflation remains a very real threat to our
economy, it is a fairly recent phenomenon, having only begun to accelerate in 2021. Paul
Volcker confronted a situation where Inflation had persisted for 15 years. It had become
deeply entrenched in our economy. More aggressive tactics were needed. Recession was
required then to beat inflation, but that is not necessarily the situation today.” (Yahoo,
12/23/2022)

Stephanie Aaronson, Former Fed Staff Member now at the Brookings Institution:
● “One of the very unfortunate truths of the current situation is that the people who are

really suffering right now from high inflation — low-income households — are also the
people who are going to bear the brunt of the tightening”... “This is a no-win situation.”
(Financial Times, 10/28/2022)

Tiffany Wilding, U.S. Economist at PIMCO:
● “There are good reasons to believe that the Fed should pause relatively soon” (New York

Times, 11/2/2022)

Veronika Dolar, Assistant Professor of Economics at SUNY Old Westbury:
● “Moreover, there’s concern that creating economic targets for economic indicators like

inflation corrupts the usefulness of the metric. Charles Goodhart, an economist who
worked for the Bank of England, created an eponymous law that states: ‘When a measure
becomes a target, it ceases to be a good measure.’” (The Conversation, 12/13/2022)

● “Since a core mission of the Fed is price stability, the target is beside the point. The main
thing is that the Fed guide[s] the economy toward an inflation rate high enough to allow it
room to lower interest rates if it needs to stimulate the economy but low enough that it
doesn’t seriously erode consumer purchasing power.” (The Conversation, 12/13/2022)

Yeva Nersisyan, Professor of Economics at Franklin & Marshall College:
● "The way I see it is we are using unemployment as a tool to fight inflation"... "It’s basically

saying we want lower prices for all of us at the expense of some people, potentially
millions, losing their livelihoods." (ABC News, 12/13/2022)
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Wall Street & Financial Analysts

Allan Boomer, Managing Partner at Momentum Advisors and a former Wall Street investor:
● [Warns that the country is] “vulnerable to a recession right now. The Federal Reserve’s

aggressive campaign to fight inflation by raising interest rates is creating a difficult
environment for consumers and businesses. Not only are we dealing with higher prices,
[but] our borrowing costs are now elevated.” (Yahoo, 12/27/2022)

Barry Sternlicht, CEO of Starwood Capital Group:
● “If the Fed keeps this up, they are going to have a serious recession, and people will lose

their jobs.” (CNBC, 9/15/2022)
● “This is self-inflicted suicide”...This is a terrible idea, and it’s not necessary. The economy

is slowing down on its own.” (Fortune, 11/17/2022)
● “I think the number 2% is kind of arbitrary”... “And could it be 3% or 4%? That would be

fine.” He added: “I think 2% as an artificial target may seem like a nice number. But it’s so
close to zero. And the problem is, as you go to 2%, you could easily go to minus 2%. You
could go into a deflationary world where there’s no demand and too many goods.”
(Yahoo, 12/9/2022)

Brian Sack, Director of Economics at Hedge-Fund Manager D.E. Shaw (formerly at Federal
Reserve Bank of New York):

● “Moving in these 75-basis-point steps was effective when the Fed had a long way to go. It
becomes more problematic when they need to calibrate policy more carefully, and I
believe we’re approaching that point.” (Wall Street Journal, 10/8/2022)

Bill Ackman, CEO of Pershing Square:
● “The @federalreserve 2% inflation target is no longer credible. De-globalization, the

transition to alternative energy, the need to pay workers more, and lower-risk, shorter
supply chains are all inflationary. The Fed cannot change its target now but will likely do
so in the future. When asked, Powell recommitted to a 2% target but admitted that
examining a higher rate was a possible ‘longer-term project.’ Businesses need price
stability, but can thrive in a world with 3% stable inflation.” (Twitter, 12/14/2022)

Bill Gross, Co-founder of Pimco:
● “The Fed should now stop raising rates and wait to see if the punch bowl has been

sufficiently drained.” (Financial Times, 12/19/2022)
● “The economy has been bolstered by tremendous amounts of trillions of dollars in fiscal

spending, but ultimately when that is used up, I think we’ve got a mild recession, and if
interest rates keep going up, we’ve got more than that”... “We’ve got potential chaos in
financial markets.” (CNBC, 12/20/2022)
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Cathie Wood, Founder, CEO, and CIO of Ark Invest:
● “Without question, food and energy prices are important, but we do not believe that the

Fed should be fighting and exacerbating the global pain associated with a supply shock
to agriculture and energy commodities caused by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.” (Ark
Invest, 10/10/2022)

● “The Fed seems focused on two variables that, in our view, are lagging indicators –
downstream inflation and employment – both of which have been sending conflicting
signals and should be calling into question the Fed’s unanimous call for higher interest
rates.” (Ark Invest, 10/10/2022)

● “If the Fed does not pivot, the set-up will be more like 1929. The Fed raised rates in 1929
to squelch financial speculation, and then, in 1930, Congress passed Smoot-Hawley,
putting 50%+ tariffs on more than 20,000 goods and pushing the global economy into the
Great Depression.” (Twitter, 11/12/2022)

● “The yield curve is more inverted now than at any time since the early ’80s when
double-digit inflation was entrenched”... “The bond market seems to be signaling that the
Fed is making a serious mistake.” (Fortune, 12/7/2022)

Charles Calomiris, Henry Kaufman Professor of Financial Institutions at Columbia Business
School:

● “What’s strange at this moment, when things are some ambiguous, is for the Fed to be
acting like their actions are so predictable.” (Twitter, 1/9/2023)

Chris Zaccarelli, Chief Investment Officer at Independent Advisor Alliance:
● “The economy isn’t in recession yet, but as long as the Fed is aggressively raising interest

rates it’s going to be hard for it to retain its resilience and the chances of a soft landing
will go down proportionately with the Fed’s willingness to let up on rate hikes.” (CNBC,
12/14/2022)

David Kelly, Chief Global Strategist at J.P. Morgan Asset Management:
● “The Fed is in grave danger of tipping this economy into a recession by being more

hawkish than they need to be right now.” (YouTube, 9/12/2022)
● “In the long history of Federal Reserve mistakes, one general error stands out. They tend

to wait too long and then do too much… They appear to be well on their way to repeating
this error today.” (CNN, 10/12/2022)

● "The economy is very much at risk of the Fed pushing it into recession quite
unnecessarily." (Business Insider, 11/8/2022)

● [In response to a question about whether or not the Fed will stop interest rate hikes after
February] “I don’t think they are. I wish they would be. I think they need to stop. This is a
war that they have won, and they are in danger of tipping the economy into a recession. I
think they are making the fiscal problem worse.” (Bloomberg, 1/12/2023)
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David Mann, Chief Economist for Asia-Pacific, Middle East & Africa at the Mastercard
Economics Institute:

● “The challenge is if you’ve lost orientation of where the sky and the ground is, you’re not
quite sure where you need to end up”... [It would be a] “serious scenario” [if central banks]
“end up going slightly too far and then need to reverse relatively quickly.” (CNBC,
12/12/2022)

David Solomon, CEO of Goldman Sachs:
● “I think there's a very reasonable possibility that we could have a recession of some

kind"..."When I talk to most CEOs, they're cautious about how they're operating their
business; they're looking through the lens and saying 'I don't know.'” (Business Insider,
12/7/2022)

Diane Swonk, Chief Economist at KPMG:
● “We’ll have one [a recession] because the Fed is trying to create one” … “When you say

growth is going to stall out to zero and the unemployment rate is going to rise ... it’s clear
the Fed has got a recession in its forecast but they won’t say it.” (CNBC, 12/23/2022)

Edward Moya, Senior Markets Analyst at OANDA:
● “The Fed did not welcome the disinflation trends that have just started to emerge and

focused on robust job gains and elevated inflation. Any hopes of a soft landing
disappeared as the Fed seems like they are committed to taking rates much higher.” (The
Hill, 12/17/2022)

Ethan Harris, Head of Global Economics Research at Bank of America:
● “Getting inflation down to 3% or 4% should not be all that hard”...Getting close to 2% in the

next couple years will be much harder and may not even be doable.” (The Wall Street
Journal, 12/12/2022)

● “People don’t understand this will be a very different recession”...This is one where they’re
willing to deliberately create a recession, and they’re not going to cut right away.” (The
Wall Street Journal, 12/12/2022)

Eric Sterner, Chief Investment Officer at Apollon Wealth Management:
● “Even though the market sometimes seems to ignore Powell, thinking he’s bluffing, he

keeps reiterating that he will put this economy into a recession if he has to.” (The Wall
Street Journal, 12/9/2022)

Greg Bassuk, CEO of AXS Investments:
● "Amid the backdrop of the hawkish Fed’s aggressive rate-rising moves leading into 2023,

there is an exceedingly greater investor concern about the likelihood of a
harder-than-desired landing that would push the U.S. and global economies into a
recession." (Yahoo, 1/1/2023)
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Greg McBride, Chief Financial Analyst at Bankrate:
● “If the Fed overcorrects and the economy starts to slow, then mortgage rates will come

back down”...Be careful what you wish for because an economic slowdown — or worse, a
recession — isn’t fun for anybody.” (Bank Rate, 11/2/2022)

James Demmert, The Chief Investment Officer at Main Street Research:
● “The Fed is trying to engineer a soft economic landing that, in our view, has a high

likelihood of failing and causing a recession in 2023. The Fed would like inflation to settle
at 2%, and it’s hard to imagine that happening without a recession and much higher
unemployment." (Fox Business, 12/19/2022)

Jeff Gundlach, CEO of DoubleLine Capital:
● "Clearly inflation has been coming down, which is something the Fed should be looking

at." (Business Insider, 12/7/2022)

Kathy Bostjancic, Chief Economist at Financial Services Company Nationwide Mutual:
● “It’s very, very difficult to fine-tune this huge $20 tn-plus economy and cool it off just

enough”... “We have pretty high conviction that a recession is likely in 2023.” (Financial
Times, 1/18/2023)

Katie Nixon, Chief Investment Officer at Northern Trust Wealth Management:
● “So I’m not as nervous about a deep recession, but I do think that this latest dot plot and

the summary of economic projections points to a Fed going a lot further than, perhaps,
they need to go, given the inflation outlook, and that they are doing so at a time when the
economy is quite vulnerable to a slowdown. It’s not just the US economy, it’s the global
economy, and this might be a bridge too far.” (YouTube, 9/12/2022)

Karen Shaw Petrou, Managing Partner at Research Firm Federal Financial Analytics:
● “The Fed has a pretty bad, pretty long history of getting the data wrong.” (The Hill,

12/12/2022)
● “As rates rise, even in a mild recession, then it gets ugly.” (Washington Post, 12/19/2022)

Kurt Rankin, Senior Economist for PNC:
● "Unfortunately, wage growth in the U.S. economy has already begun to fizzle while

inflation has remained stubbornly high. The Fed’s 'demand destruction aims will only
serve to weaken workers’ bargaining positions in the labor market as consumer demand
is undercut and businesses see less need to hire in response to slowing demand for their
goods and services." (The Street, 10/14/2022)
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Nicholas Colas, Co-Founder of DataTrek:
● "It is clearly saying high short-term interest rates are going to cause a recession in the

next 12 months. Moreover, these odds are very likely to increase," Colas said, referring to
the expected 50-basis-point hike at next week's Federal Open Markets Committee
meeting. (Business Insider, 12/7/2022)

● "Chair Powell will almost certainly have to answer a question about the likelihood of a
recession at his post-FOMC press conference next week. He might cite the NY Fed's
model and say '38 percent.' But, based on the model's history, the real answer is 'close to
100 percent'" (Business Insider, 12/7/2022)

Mark Spindel, Chief Investment Officer at MBB Capital Partners LLC:
● “It’s going to be trickier” [to achieve a soft landing for the economy]... “they [the Federal

Reserve] “are butchers, not surgeons.” (Bloomberg, 1/3/2023)

Michael Burry, Scion Asset Management Founder:
● "We are likely to see CPI lower, possibly negative in 2H 2023, and the US in recession by

any definition." (Business Insider, 1/3/2023)

Michael Darda, Chief Economist for MKM Partners:
● "I think households here are also caught in the Fed's crosshairs because the tightening is

likely to keep going until it kills the labor market…They [the Fed] will kill inflation, but they
are going to end up killing the labor market." (Yahoo, 10/14/2022)

Michael Gapen, Managing Director and Chief US Economist at Bank of America:
● “The Fed remains willing to risk a recession in the labor market in order to bring inflation

down and, if anything, the December projections suggest that risk has risen, not
diminished. We agree and continue to look for a recession in 1H 2023 and a sharper rise
in the unemployment rate than the median FOMC member projects.” (CNBC, 12/15/2022)

Morgan Stanley Economists:
● “Our recession probability models have moved to uncomfortably high levels”... “Tighter

financial conditions and market volatility suggest recession in the next 12 months is a coin
toss.” (Washington Times, 12/29/2022)

Paul Donovan, Chief Economist for UBS Global Wealth Management:
● “Powell’s public remarks offer little insight into how he expects higher rates to tame

inflation”... “The omission matters as the current policy tightening will have an impact
through an unusual route. That is because today’s price inflation is more a product of
profits than wages” (The Hill, 11/2/2022)
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Ray Dalio, Founder of Bridgewater Associates:
● "The Federal Reserve will put the short-term rate up towards that level, which is very

harmful, very damaging to the economy" (Fox Business, 12/7/2022)

Ross Mayfield, Investment Strategy Analyst at Baird:
● “This latent strength in the job market could be the reason that the Fed over-tightens”…

“The rest of the economy, to us, is very clearly signaling slowdown, imminent recession.
And when you see the Fed revising their unemployment projections up, revising their
GDP growth number down, it seems that they agree.” (CNN, 12/30/2022)

● “I think it’s a really, really narrow path, and the Fed’s tone [during its December meeting]
doesn’t give me a lot of optimism that they can navigate that without hitting a recession. …
If a soft landing is avoiding a recession altogether, then I think that’s a pretty tough task. If
it’s a milder recession than recent history, I think that’s still in the cards.” (CNN,
12/30/2022)

Sam Stovall, Chief Investment Strategist for CFRA:
● “If we do fall into recession, then these consumers who now have higher debt levels

could have a hard time paying them off if they end up losing their jobs.” (Marketplace,
12/8/2022)

Sam Zell, Founder and Chairman of Equity Group Investments:
● "I think the odds of us going into recession are very high. And now, whether that

recession will be very painful or not, I think, still remains to be seen. But it's very hard for
me to believe that we're not moving into an area with a lot higher interest rates and a lot
of people sitting on the sidelines avoiding to make commitments" (Business Insider,
12/9/2022)

Sal Guatieri, Senior Economist at BMO Capital Markets:
● "Unless inflation recedes quickly, the U.S. economy still appears headed for some trouble,

though possibly a little later than expected. The relative[ly] good news is that the
downturn should be tempered by extra savings. But this assumes the economy's
durability doesn't compel the Fed to slam the brakes even harder, in which case a
delayed downturn might only flag a deeper one." (Reuters, 12/8/2022)

Scott Ladner, Chief Investment Officer at Horizon Investments:
● “There’s only one way out of this (*in the Fed’s framework*) and that is to continue to set

policy to crush the demand side, but we haven’t seen any progress on that front yet. This
makes a policy mistake from the Fed almost a certainty if it wasn’t already.” (Yahoo,
12/2/2022)
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Susannah Streeter, Senior Investment and Markets Analyst at Hargreaves Lansdown:
● “The markets are so sensitive to this right now”... “Although supersized rate hikes are

probably in the rearview mirror, it’s about how long more gradual rate increases will
continue for, and that’s why you’ve got these twin evils looming: recession and high
inflation. That’s the real concern — that we’ll get a stagflation scenario.” (The Wall Street
Journal, 12/9/2022)

Sven Henrich, Founder of NorthmanTrader:
● “Stayed too easy for too long totally misreading inflation, and now they’ve tightened

aggressively into the highest debt construct even without accounting for the lag effects of
these rate hikes risking they’ll be again late to realize the damage done.” (CNBC,
11/30/2022)

Thomas Costerg, Senior U.S. Economist at Pictet Wealth Management:
● “Monetary-policy lags are still underestimated”... “The full effect of current tightening may

not be felt until mid-2023. By then, it could be too late. The risk of a policy mistake is
high.” (Bloomberg, 10/28/2022)

● “There’s “a high risk of monetary-policy mistakes...Taking into account the lags, while
explicit in the Fed’s statement, seem still to be taking a back seat when it comes to actual
decision-making. The idea of a soft landing is getting less and less probable.” (Bloomberg,
12/9/2022)

Tim Duy, Chief Economist at SGH Macro Advisors:
● [To achieve what the Fed wants on the inflation front, the economy would likely] “lose

roughly two million jobs, which would be a recession like 1991 or 2001.” (Reuters,
12/30/2022)

Tom Porcelli, Chief U.S. Economist at RBC Capital Markets:
● “This hiking cycle should be over right now”...“We have been fond of saying over recent

months that the Fed is fighting yesterday’s war on inflation... There is no need at this point
to continue hiking rates but, of course, they will.” (CNBC, 12/14/2022)

Tom Simons, Money Market Economist at Jefferies:
● [In response to the Fed’s interest rates] “You have to blow the dust off your economics

textbook. This is going to be be a classic recession.” (CNBC, 12/23/2022)

Labor Economists & Union Leaders

Alex Williams, Senior Economist at Employ America:
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● “The Fed is projecting that the unemployment rate – which reached a low of 3.5% in
December – will increase by at least a percentage point (to 4.7%!) by the end of 2023
under “appropriate monetary policy.” The unemployment rate has only increased by 1%
within a year twelve times since World War II. Every time, (1) we saw a recession, (2) the
unemployment rate continued to increase far beyond the initial 1%” (Employ America,
1/9/2023)

● “If the Fed wants to cause a recession, they seem to be in no rush to defend it
transparently. Recessions have catastrophic and deeply unequal consequences for those
who lose jobs and wages as a result. The case for the Fed’s intentions is a case that the
human costs of a substantial unemployment increase are justified.” (Employ America,
1/9/2023)

Benjamin Dulchin, Director of the Fed Up Campaign:
● “That’s a return to the bad old days”...“Overreacting and sticking it to working people

because that’s the only thing they know they can do, it’s the same old bias.” (Politico,
11/28/2022)

Carl Rosen, President of the United Electrical, Radio & Machine Workers of America:
● “Interest rate hikes will not address the cost-of-living crisis for American workers”...

“Rather than throwing our country into a recession with interest rate hikes, our federal
government should take other measures to alleviate the pain being felt by working
people.” (The Hill, 10/26/2022)

Heidi Shierholz, President of the Economic Policy Institute and former Chief Economist U.S.
Department of Labor:

● “A loud chorus of economic analysts and influential policymakers continue highlighting
the need for the Federal Reserve to continue raising interest rates sharply to slow growth
to ‘rein in’ inflation. This approach risks terrible consequences and threatens to cast aside
the amazing policy achievement of a full jobs recovery from the pandemic recession. ”
(Economic Policy Institute, 8/4/2022)

Janelle Jones, Chief Economist and Policy Director for Service Employees International Union
and Former Chief Economist U.S. Department of Labor:

● “Today the Fed decided to risk mass joblessness in its fight against inflation. Raising
interest rates, and pushing the economy toward a recession, will result in millions of
workers being unemployed or taking pay cuts. And we know who those workers will be.
The workers most likely to face an economic crisis are workers of color, women, and
low-wage workers. The same groups who already face worse economic outcomes in the
labor market.” (Politico, 9/21/2022)
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Kate Bahn, Director of Labor Market Policy and Chief Economist at the Washington Center for
Equitable Growth:

● “Unfortunately, if the Federal Reserve continues to aggressively raise interest rates to
achieve its target inflation rate, it is likely to put the brakes on a labor market that is
starting to deliver real gains for workers — and this could make the wallets of middle- and
lower-income Americans even tighter.” (MSNBC, 7/13/2022)

Liz Shuler, President of AFL-CIO:
● “There are some bad ideas floating around out there [to bring down inflation] like the idea

that working people, who have kept the country running are to blame for
inflation...Nothing could be further from the truth.” (People’s World, 9/21/2022)

● “The Fed seems determined to raise interest rates, though it openly admits those rates
could ruin our current economy as unemployment remains low and people are able to
find jobs.” (The Hill, 11/2/2022)

● “The Fed’s actions will not address the underlying causes of inflation — the war in
Ukraine, climate change’s effect on harvests and corporate profits, and an increase in the
chances that the United States enters a recession.” (The Hill, 11/2/2022)

Michelle Holder, Distinguished Senior Fellow at the Washington Center for Equitable Growth
and Associate Professor of Economics at John Jay College of Criminal Justice in the City
University of New York:

● “I’m fearful that if these projections have a large margin of error, we are talking about
really rolling back substantive gains in terms of Black employment in this country...What I
think the Fed is missing is that the pain is not a sort of modest pain for everyone.”
(Bloomberg, 9/24/2022)

Skanda Amarnath, Executive Director of Employ America:
● “What rate hikes are more likely to lead to is businesses that just stop spending

altogether and liquidate their workforces and investments in physical capital at a time
when you think that the supply-side answer would involve more investment and maybe
some more hiring. The Fed’s actions undercut the prospect of a supply-side response.”
(Vox, 10/31/2022)

● “We don’t need that much growth right now to keep employment at a high level”...“That’s
the middle ground…they’ve kind of just said that doesn’t exist, which is wrong and
problematic.” (Politico, 11/28/2022)

● “The Fed is likely to tell us tomorrow that optimal policy involves pursuing recessionary
unemployment rate increases. Even more so than in September. Such an approach is so
obviously problematic.” (Common Dreams, 12/13/2022)

William Spriggs, Chief Economist to the AFL-CIO:
● “I think if they come to their senses [and pause rate hikes] before September, we might be

able to eke out having a recession, but it would be hard because things are already
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slowing down in the labor market,” and “…the problem is everything else is slowing down,
we had two straight quarters of negative growth. This is the reason why I don’t
understand this idea that the economy is overheating.” (Fortune, 8/27/2022)

● “The Federal Reserve is doing the greatest harm I could ever imagine” and “I consider
what they’re doing right now politics, and they are making a political statement about the
economy, and they are wrong. Their analysis is flat wrong.” (The Hill, 10/26/22)

● “There’s nothing written in stone that says inflation is supposed to be limited to 2%...That
target was not the result of an economic model that says 2% inflation is the ideal inflation.”
(Yahoo, 12/9/2022)

● “Since the labor share [of inflation] is declining and it’s coming from profits, it’s hard for the
Fed to have policies that can address that. Raising interest rates doesn't rein those things
in...They can set a certain mentality, particularly with the way the Fed is talking about
things. The Fed is suggesting that it would tolerate a recession in order to lower prices. If
I’m a business person, why would that make me want to lower prices and drop my profits
now since you’re telling me that next quarter I’m going to start losing money?” (The Hill,
12/9/2022)

● [In response to rate tightening causing a recession] “If you become unemployed, then all
bets are off, because you can’t afford anything”...“There is no period in which the Fed
pursued a deflationary policy in which low-income people won. The median income of
Black families falls, and it takes years to come back. Child poverty spikes.” (New York
Times, 1/10/2023)

Elected Officials & Government

U.S. Representative Brad Sherman (CA-30):
● “[Powell could] ease off the brake a little bit.” (Politico, 10/11/2022)

U.S. Representative Madeleine Dean (PA-4); Senator Elizabeth Warren (MA); Senator Sheldon
Whitehouse (RI), Senator Jeff Merkley (OR), Senator Bernie Sanders (VT); U.S. Representative
Jesus “Chuy” Garcia (IL-4), U.S. Representative Sylvia Garcia (TX-29), Katie Porter (CA-45),
Stephen Lynch (MA-8), Rashida Tlaib (MI-13), and Jamaal Bowman (NY-19) in a letter to the
Federal Reserve:

● “You continue to double down on your commitment to ‘act aggressively’ with interest rate
hikes and ‘keep at it until it’s done,’ even if ‘(n)o one knows whether this process will lead
to a recession or if so, how significant that recession would be.’ These statements reflect
an apparent disregard for the livelihoods of millions of working Americans, and we are
deeply concerned that your interest rate hikes risk slowing the economy to a crawl while
failing to slow rising prices that continue to harm families.” (Congresswoman Madeleine
Dean, 11/1/2022)
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U.S. Representative Maxine Waters (CA-43):
● “I am deeply troubled by the Federal Reserve’s (Fed’s) rapid series of super-sized interest

rate hikes, which may inflict unnecessary pain on millions of individuals and families while
sending the economy into a devastating recession.” (United States House of
Representatives Committee on Financial Services, 11/4/2022)

● “This week’s Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) decision marks the fourth
consecutive mega rate hike by the Fed, resulting in the highest federal funds rate since
before the 2008 global financial crisis and the fastest set of rate hikes by the Fed in four
decades. Enough is enough.” (United States House of Representatives Committee on
Financial Services, 11/4/2022)

U.S. Representative Ro Khanna (CA-17):
● “I blame the Fed and I blame Powell for mismanaging the situation in the first place...Now

I’m concerned they will go too far the other way.” (CNN, 10/4/2022)

U.S. Representative Sheila Jackson Lee (TX-18):
● “Given that the worst is yet to come from the interest rate rises that have already been

imposed, any further rise in rates would have truly debilitating, tragic consequences. We
must insist that the Federal Reserve not impose this inevitability on our fellow Americans,
as it could jeopardize many lives and livelihoods.” (The Hill, 11/2/2022)

U.S. Senator Ben Cardin (MD):
● “We’ve had some discussions about affordable housing. It absolutely directly impacts

affordable housing, housing stock”... “When you raise interest rates, it has a major
negative impact, certainly on affordable housing.” (The Hill, 7/27/2022)

U.S. Senator Bernie Sanders (VT):
● "I think it is wrong to be saying that the way we're going to deal with inflation is by

lowering wages and increasing unemployment. That is not what we should be doing."
(Axios, 10/16/2022)

U.S. Senator Chris Van Hollen (MD):
● “It’s really important that [the Federal Reserve] not choke off the job recovery.” (Politico,

10/11/2022)

U.S. Senator Elizabeth Warren (MA):
● “Chair Powell has said that the Fed's rapid interest rate hikes will bring ‘pain’ for working

families and even admitted it won't lower food or gas prices. Throwing Americans out of
work with a recession is not the solution to fight inflation.” (Twitter, 10/13/2022)

● “Of course the Fed has a role to play in getting inflation under control, but there is a big
difference between landing a plane and crashing it.” (Yahoo, 11/17/22)
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● “During the largest ethics scandal in the history of the Federal Reserve System, Fed
officials have stonewalled the American people and slow-walked their representatives in
Congress.” (Yahoo, 12/9/2022)

● “[Jerome Powell] He’s pushing hard to get more people fired because he thinks that is
one way to help bring down inflation...But it’s sure painful for the families who lose their
jobs.” (Huffington Post, 12/14/2022)

● “I’m most focused on what the Fed does next. It may be possible to pull out a soft landing
— not withstanding the extreme rate increases the Fed has imposed on our economy —
but that’s true only if the Fed slows down dramatically on the approach it’s taken over the
past few months. Early indications are that inflation is subsiding. So we need the Fed to
take yes for an answer and stop jacking up interest rates at an historically high rate.”
(Politico, 1/26/2023)

U.S. Senator John Hickenlooper (CO):
● “I constantly worry that they are making such big jumps...These interest rates have

long-term effects in terms of people building infrastructure and making long-term
investments.” (The Hill, 7/27/2022)

● “High inflation necessitates a response. But the concern is the Fed is doing too much, too
quickly.” (Twitter, 10/27/2022)

U.S. Senator Menendez (NJ):
● “How is it that raising interest rates on those underlying causes of today’s inflation is

ultimately going to change it? You know energy is still energy, supply chain is still supply
chain, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is a continuing challenge for the world, but there is
nothing about interest rates that’s going to affect any of that”... “It’s essential to be mindful
of the effects that your actions (your being the Federal Reserve) will have on
unemployment particularly for those groups that were hit hardest by the pandemic.”
(YouTube, 6/22/2022)

U.S. Senator Patrick Toomey (PA):
● “The Fed and regional Fed banks, despite being creatures of Congress, obstruct

congressional oversight inquiries all too often.” (Yahoo, 12/9/2022)

U.S. Senator Sherrod Brown (OH):
● “For working Americans who already feel the crush of inflation, job losses will make it

much worse. We can’t risk the livelihoods of millions of Americans who can’t afford it"... “I
ask that you don’t forget your responsibility to promote maximum employment and that
the decisions you make at the next…meeting reflect your commitment to the dual
mandate." (The Hill, 10/25/2022)
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U.S. Senator Tina Smith (MN):
● “The Fed has this one tool, which is raising rates, and it’s not a tool that is actually all that

effective for some of the most significant inflationary pressures that we’re facing.”
(Politico, 10/11/2022)

International Organizations

Ayhan Kose, Acting Vice President for Equitable Growth, Finance, and Institutions at the
World Bank:

● “As central banks across the world simultaneously hike interest rates in response to
inflation, the world may be edging toward a global recession in 2023 and a string of
financial crises in emerging markets and developing economies that would do them
lasting harm.” (World Bank, 9/15/2022)

Lee Young, South Korea’s Minister for SMEs & Startups:
● “U.S. rate increases are too fast and too violent and we are puzzled.” (Bloomberg,

11/29/2022)
● “The US is raising rates just for their own interest without any ample warning but it’s

rattling global financial markets.” (Bloomberg, 11/29/2022)

Pierre-Olivier Gourinchas, Economic Counsellor and the Director of Research of the IMF:
● “Monetary policy could miscalculate the right stance to reduce inflation. Policy paths in

the largest economies could continue to diverge, leading to further US dollar appreciation
and cross-border tensions. More energy and food price shocks might cause inflation to
persist for longer. Global tightening in financing conditions could trigger widespread
emerging market debt distress.” (IMF, 10/11/2022)

Rebeca Grynspan, Secretary-General of the UN Conference on Trade and Development:
● “The current course of action is hurting vulnerable people everywhere, especially in

developing countries. We must change course.” (Reuters, 10/3/2022)
● “If you want to use only one instrument to bring inflation down...the only possibility is to

bring the world to a slowdown that will end up in a recession.” (Reuters, 10/3/2022)
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